# ONE O’CLOCK LAB BAND®

Alan Baylock, Director

## Fall 2016

### Saxophones:
- Elliot Scozzaro (Lead) | Buffalo, NY
- Howard Dietz | Morgan Hill, CA
- Brandon Moore | Dexter, MO
- Brian Stark | Natick, MA
- Brendon Wilkins | Saratoga, NY

### Trumpets:
- Josh Kauffman (Lead) | New Castle, PA
- Brian Fincher | Willis, TX
- Adam Horne | Southlake, TX
- Kazunori Tanaka | Tokyo, Japan
- Luke Wingfield | Richardson, TX

### Trombones:
- Brian Woodbury (Lead) | Salt Lake City, UT
- Conner Eisenmenger | Louisville, KY
- Abdullah Ebrahim | Simi Valley, CA
- Chris Sharpe (Bass) | Oak Ridge, TN
- Kenny Davis (Bass) | Waunakee, WI

### Rhythm:
- Daniel Pinilla (Guitar) | Bogotá, Colombia
- Paul Lees (Piano) | St. Peters, MO
- Henry Beal (Bass) | Agoura Hills, CA
- Eric Tapper Pers (Drums) | Longmeadow, MA

---

Craig Marshall, Manager